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Abstract: Market-driven regulatory governance through standard-setting and 

enforcement has proliferated in recent years, particularly in the agri-food sector, where 

standards such as Fairtrade and Rainforest Alliance aim to improve the environmental 

and social sustainability of commodity production. Though a growing body of literature 

has started to evaluate standards' impacts in the field, there is still a lack of feedback into 

the political economy literature that would allow us to link standards' effectiveness in 

promoting behavioral change within global value chains and contributing to problem-

solving to their design features and their theoretical pathways of change. In this paper, I 

propose applying a micro-institutional approach based on Kiser and Ostrom (1982)'s view 

of individual producers as intendedly rational unitary actors, in which I conceptualize 

private standards as institutional arrangements used to affect the incentive system of a 

social order and its impacts on human behavior. Applying this framework to the case 

study of the coffee sector, I then explore what institutional design features of private 

standard systems are likely to lead to behavioral changes toward more sustainable 

practices. Using a novel dataset of over 1,900 certified and non-certified coffee farmers 

from Costa Rica, Colombia and Honduras, I conduct a meta-analysis of the outcome 

additionality of certification for 32 different environmental and social sustainable practice 

indicators across seven different certification systems. I find that the use of clear and 

stringent regulatory requirements and comparatively stricter auditor oversight 

procedures contributes to significantly higher implementation rates in certified farmers 

when compared to matched control observations. Conversely, the presence of financial 

opportunity costs of compliance requirements lowers the likelihood of generating 

behavioral change, and neither trainings nor the use of price incentives as they are 

currently implemented show significant effects in this model. I close by providing policy 

recommendations in light of recent trends in private standard-setting organizations. 
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1. Introduction 

Private governance through standard-setting and enforcement has proliferated in 

recent years, particularly in the agri-food sector, where standards such as Fairtrade and 

Rainforest Alliance aim to improve the environmental and social sustainability of 

commodity production. Given their non-state character – that is, that the implementation 

of such standards is not mandated by governmental authority –, a central feature of such 

initiatives is that they use market-based incentives such as promises of premium pricing 

and differentiated market access to attract and maintain participating producers 

(Bernstein and Cashore, 2007). We can thus consider such initiatives as transnational 

market-driven regulatory governance, which exhibits features common to many, but not 

all initiatives that have been categorized as ‘private governance’ to date. First, it is 

governance that is applied through or within the marketplace, thus excluding private 

governance initiatives occurring through standardizing focal institutions in which non-

market negotiations lead to standard-setting and network compatibility pressures enable 

the self-enforcement of standards (Büthe and Mattli, 2011). Second, the regulatory aspect 

focuses our attention on private governance initiatives that set at least some substantive 

rules which participating actors are called to comply with and which may affect their core 

behavior (Pattberg, 2005). Finally, the present analysis focuses on transnational 

governance in which the ‘shadow of the state’ and the possibility of governmental 

intervention either in standard-setting or enforcement is comparatively less present than 

in domestic settings (though not completely absent; compare Verbruggen (2013)). 

Though a growing body of literature has started to evaluate standards' impacts in 

the field (for comprehensive meta-analyses, see Kuit and Waarts (2014), DeFries et al. 

(2017), and Bray and Neilson (2017)), there is still a lack of feedback into the international 

political economy literature that would allow us to link standards' effectiveness in 

advancing behavioral change and contributing to problem-solving to their design 

features, theoretical pathways of change, and integration into the value chain. Responding 

to this research gap, this paper analyzes market-driven regulatory governance 

institutions’ effectiveness in leading to sustained behavioral change that is in line with the 

original institutional goals of resolving collective environmental and social problems 

(Black, 2008). In doing so, I use an institutional rational choice framework which draws on 

the early work of Elinor Ostrom and the Indiana Workshop in Political Theory and Policy 

Analysis, particularly as summarized in Kiser and Ostrom (2000, 1982). This approach is 

micro-institutional in scope; that is, it takes the individual as the main unit of analysis, but 

analyzes decision-making processes of this individual agent as well as aggregate 

outcomes in the context of institutional arrangements which “individuals use to affect the 

incentive system of a social order and the impact of incentive systems on human behavior” 

(Kiser and Ostrom, 2000, p. 57). One main strength of this approach lies in its 

differentiation between three levels of micro-institutional analysis: The constitutional 

level explains the design of collective-choice mechanisms; the collective choice level 

explains the world of authoritative decision making; and the operational level explains the 

world of action, where actual change occurs on the ground. Focusing on the operational 

level within this framework allows me to harness analytical tools and insights provided 

both by the institutional rational choice and by the socio-legal literature on compliance 

enforcement and management, and connect on-the-ground effectiveness on the one hand 

with private institutional and regulatory design and implementation choices, and on the 

other hand with pre-existing public and market institutions that simultaneously shape 
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individual actors’ choices. In doing so, this work connects the micro- with the macro-level 

analysis of private governance, and arrives at concrete policy recommendations to 

improve the efficacy of private regulation.  

Applying this framework, I explore what institutional design features of private 

standard systems are most likely to be effective in changing the incentives and behaviors 

that drive tropical commodity production by examining the case study of the coffee sector. 

To do so, I use a novel dataset of over 1,900 coffee farmers from Costa Rica, Colombia and 

Honduras and analyze the outcome additionality (as measured by statistically significant 

changes in practice implementation in certified farmer groups compared to matched 

control observations) of a range of environmental and social practices with differing 

opportunity costs and regulatory design features across seven private sustainability 

standard systems. I find that the use of clear and stringent regulatory requirements and 

comparatively stricter auditor oversight procedures contribute to significantly higher 

implementation rates in certified farmers when compared to matched control 

observations. Conversely, the presence of financial opportunity costs lowers the likelihood 

of generating behavioral change, and neither trainings nor the use of price incentives as 

they are currently implemented show significant effects in this model. Given that private 

standard organizations are currently following a trend away from their original regulatory 

roles towards greater service provision vis-à-vis firm-led standards (Fransen, 2018), these 

results highlight the need to closely study and assess the ability of such future 

arrangements to create sustained incentives to adopt sustainable production practices, 

especially those that create higher costs compared to the status quo. 

 

2. The micro-institutional rational choice framework 

 

2.1 An institutional rational choice model of coffee farmer behavior 

 

The institutional rational choice approach used in this paper builds on a political 

economy model of individual behavior characterized by bounded rationality. In this view, 

individuals seek to make optimal choices based on how they perceive and weigh the costs 

and benefits of different strategies and their likely outcomes; however, they are 

constrained in that aim by considerable uncertainty about both the outcomes and 

alternatives available to them, risk attached to more uncertain strategies, and the general 

complexity of the environment in which they make such choices (Ostrom, 1998; Simon, 

1990, 1972; Williamson, 1975). Such a characterization shows a great empirical fit for 

individual agricultural smallholder producers who depend on their farms for their 

families’ livelihoods. Such producers can be assumed to want to maximize net earnings 

from their cash crop production, especially if it is their main source of income; however, 

their levels of education, atomization and position in the commodity market may prevent 

them from making optimal decisions (Rice and McLean, 1999).  

This is not to say that profit maximization is their only objective: following 

Braithwaite (1985), Ayres and Braithwaite (1987), and Gunningham and Grabosky (1998) 

I see farmers as economic actors that can sometimes be motivated by their business 

interests and at other times choose their actions based on normative beliefs of social or 

ecological responsibility (cf. Granovetter, 1985; Margolis, 1991; Ostrom, 2005). However, 

their tenuous economic situation makes it likely that some sort of “lexical ordering of 

money and responsibility” (Ayres and Braithwaite, 1987, p. 27) occurs in which the first 
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principle in the ordering must be satisfied before being able to move on to the next. In this 

sense, the implementation of socially or ecologically responsible practices may form part 

of farmers’ objectives, but is circumscribed by the first ordering principle – which is to 

guarantee their family’s livelihood through their farm’s production. 

In theories of bounded rationality, a major source of uncertainty is incomplete 

information, which in turn can stem from three basic sources: not having access to 

information (that is, the information exists, but is unavailable to the decision maker); 

random or unpredictable external variables that cause constant shifts and changes of both 

outcomes and alternatives; and the existence of interdependent decision making where 

individual-level outcomes depend not only on a single individual, but on the 

conglomerate of choices by others as well (Simon, 1990). This, again, is empirically valid 

for small-scale agricultural producers, who often live in isolated contexts without access 

to market information; are subject to great external risks ranging from weather anomalies 

to price volatility; and find themselves competing with millions of equally atomized 

farmers whose collective production decisions may adversely affect world prices. 

Smallholder coffee producers thus face a number of complex decisions and trade-offs 

regarding the management of their coffee farm and its surrounding environment. 

Institutional arrangements, in turn, can alleviate some of this complexity by providing 

rules and structures that allow producers to make more socially optimal decisions. 

 

2.2 Private sustainability standards as changing institutional arrangements 

 

Institutional arrangements, understood in this paper (following Kiser and Ostrom 

(2000, p. 65)) as “sets of rules governing the number of decision makers, allowable actions 

and strategies, authorized results, transformations internal to decision situations, and 

linkages among decision situations”, may have a strong influence on the choices set of 

possible actions, as well as the perceived benefits and costs of individual decision makers’ 

strategies and their likely outcomes. On the one hand, they can be seen as restricting the 

freedom for individual action; on the other, they may expand such freedom by increasing 

the predictability of outcomes and lowering uncertainty (Kiser and Ostrom, 1982). Thus, 

in business, the establishment of markets and contract law allow for mutually beneficial 

trade relationships (Cutler, 2017; Williamson, 1975); while agenda-setting, committee 

membership and voting rules define the strategic space of intendedly rationally acting 

political actors (Shepsle, 1989). In this context, Shepsle (1989) speaks of structure-induced 

equilibria, in which optimal outcomes (equilibria) are no longer  just a feature of agents’ 

preferences, as in early rational choice and game theory models, but are also crucially 

shaped by the ‘rules of the game’ played – that is, the institutional arrangements 

underpinning social or political interaction. This understanding of institutions allows for 

the presence of multiple, overlapping institutional arrangements that individuals are 

subject to: some of which they may choose to join voluntarily, others which they are 

subject to by virtue of their economic position, and yet again others that are based on 

national or regional legislation and may or may not be enforced. For instance, individual 

agricultural producers may sell some of their cash crop in specialty channels that have 

strict quality rules, others on the conventional commodity market where large volumes of 

standardized goods are traded at the lowest possible price, and simultaneously by virtue 

of their location be bound by rules regarding the inputs they are allowed to use and the 

wage they are required to pay out. 
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The role of institutional arrangements is of particular importance in collective action 

problems where the optimal outcome for a group depends on all participants voluntarily 

and collectively restraining their own individual actions (Abbott and Snidal, 2001; Hardin, 

1968; Ostrom, 1998, 1990). This frequently occurs in the protection of so-called common-

pool goods from which all individuals benefit and exclusion is costly, such that overuse is 

likely (such as fisheries), or the prevention of externalities (such as pollution) that produce 

common costs but individual cost-saving benefits (Ostrom and Ostrom, 1971). To locate 

private governance arrangements in this framework, I follow Pattberg (2005, p. 359), who 

conceptualizes private standard setting as “the act of agreeing on regulative rules, which, 

although being voluntary in nature, require some degree of compliance to qualify as 

private regulation”, in viewing private regulation as a system of private rules through which 

sustainable production practices and products arising from such practices are verified and/or 

certified and made recognizable to both intermediate buyers and final consumers in the marketplace 

(cf. Pattberg, 2005, p. 362). From a micro-institutional perspective, the establishment and 

implementation of private sustainability standards is thus conceptualized as a change of 

institutional arrangements for participating producers, in which the rules they are subject 

to, the enforcement procedures to ensure compliance with those rules, and the incentives 

they are provided with are fundamentally altered from the counterfactual situation of 

being immersed in a mainstream commodity market.  

 

2.3 The three levels of action and the power of the operational level 

 

According to Elinor Ostrom (2005), micro-institutional analysis based on individual 

actions defined by bounded rationality can furthermore be applied at three different levels 

of analysis: the constitutional level, which explains the design of collective-choice 

mechanisms; the collective choice level, which explains the world of authoritative decision 

making; and the operational level, which explains the world of action (Kiser and Ostrom, 

1982). In the context of private governance and standard-setting, the constitutional level 

(“where decisions are made about who is eligible to participate in policymaking and the 

rules that will be used to undertake policymaking“ (Ostrom, 2005, pp. 60–61)) represents 

the arena where decisions on standard-setting forums (for instance, multi-stakeholder 

roundtables or NGO-firm bilateral partnerships) and procedures (for instance, allowing 

for public comments or requiring unanimity) take place. At the collective-choice level 

(where “policy making (or governance) regarding the rules that will be used to regulate 

operational-level choices is carried out” (Ostrom, 2005, p. 61)), the analysis focuses on the 

rules embodied in the sustainability standard that market actors have to respect in order 

to be certified or trade certified products, as well as procedural choices regarding 

implementation, monitoring and enforcement of such rules.  

The operational level (where “participants interact in light of the internal and 

external incentives they face to generate outcomes directly in the world” (Ostrom, 2005, p. 

60)), finally, focuses on the ‘real-world’ impact of rules on behavioral decisions. This may 

include both the adoption and use of sustainability standards by supply chain actors, as 

well as compliance with the standards, additionality (whether the adoption of voluntary 

rules actually led to behavioral change, or whether only already compliant producers self-

selected into a program), and impacts of behavioral changes on biophysical or social 

outcomes. Figure 1 provides a visual representation of the three levels of analysis, along 

with their main analytical foci and related work in the private governance literature.  



Figure 1. The three levels of micro-institutional analysis of private governance. Adapted and modified from Kiser and Ostrom (2000, p. 60) 
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Examining the figure, it becomes apparent that the private governance literature to date 

has focused greatly on Elinor Ostrom’s constitutional and collective choice levels, by analyzing 

the establishment of private governance systems, their set-up, and the rules they embody. 

While a growing number of contributions have also touched on the operational level, few of 

these use primary data on behavioral changes or differentiate between different types of rules 

and their implementation in much detail.  

All three levels are important to understand final decision-making outcomes, especially 

when we recall Shepsle’s (1989) notion of structural equilibria being defined by the 

institutional arrangements underpinning social or political interaction. For instance, decisions 

made at the constitutional level about the membership, agenda-setting and voting procedures 

are very likely to influence the collective-choice process in which the operational rules are 

decided. These will then be the rules on paper that govern individual agents’ decision-making 

at the operational level. Yet, Kiser and Ostrom (2000, pp. 77–78) are clear that though 

institutional scholars have analyzed the constitutional, collective choice and operational levels 

in a similar fashion, the operational level is fundamentally different from the other two, since 

“the operational level is the only level of analysis where an action in the physical world flows directly 

from a decision”. Drawing attention to the limited focus on implementation, monitoring and 

enforcement in the policy analysis literature as compared to agenda-setting and negotiation of 

agreements, they highlight ‘the folly’ of assuming that implementation and enforcement 

automatically flow from rule formulation. Thus, particularly to assess the problem-solving 

effectiveness of specific institutional arrangements, it is paramount to pay close attention to 

the operational level, and how decisions made at higher levels of analysis influence behavior 

by individuals in the physical world. 

 

2.4 The institutional design dilemma of market-driven regulatory standards 

 

These questions become particularly pertinent when considering that private standard-

setters face a number of tensions and trade-offs during the design of regulatory institutions 

that are intended to work on a voluntary level through the marketplace. The central tension, 

both when considering the likely impact on market incentives and adoption rates, and when 

considering the likely compliance and additionality of these practices on the ground, is the 

trade-off between stringency (concerning both rule development and enforcement) and 

inclusivity (by providing more flexibility to enter and remain in schemes). 

Market-based private governance relying on voluntary participation stands and falls by 

one basic premise: that market incentives exist which outweigh the compliance costs 

(including the administrative burden) of participating in the regulatory scheme (Carter et al., 

2017; Vogel, 2009). However, as Guthman (2007, 2004) notes, maintaining substantive market-

based price premiums requires the creation of effective barriers to entry to a scheme (that is, 

strict process rules) and the establishment of quasi-monopoly conditions; otherwise, 

“competition is unleashed and the incentive disappears” (Guthman, 2007, p. 461). In order to 

prevent such rent erosion in the context of sustainability certifications, it is thus important to 

design rules in the way that there are few opportunities to freeride and shirk rule compliance 

– especially with regard to those rules that raise long-run operating costs. If entry barriers can 

thus be maintained, economic theory predicts that price premiums would arrive at an 

equilibrium where they are equal to the marginal cost of compliance, thereby recompensing 

participating producers for their increased costs and creating alternative institutional 

arrangements that allow for the pricing of positive externalities. In this context, Auld et al. 
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(2015, p. 109) speak of a “logic of control” influencing private governance, which “advances 

the idea that certain beneficial activities (e.g. improved environmental performance) are 

generally costly to undertake and, hence, require institutions capable of controlling behavior 

to ensure compliance. This logic encompasses a belief that without prescriptive rules, 

compliance audits, and incentives for compliance, operators would be enticed to join 

certification programs and then do nothing to change their behavior – leading to “green 

washing” and/or ineffectiveness”. It has thus been a common and relatively unquestioned 

assumption in the private governance literature (e.g. Cashore et al., 2015) that functionally, 

market-based private governance frequently resembles command-and-control state 

regulation, where specific rules and regulations are set out and compliance is monitored and 

enforced.  

However, setting universal and uniform substantive standards that are applied in vastly 

diverse and individual contexts inevitably creates friction at the time of implementation. Here, 

Bardach and Kagan (1982) argue that an overly legalistic approach to regulatory enforcement 

can lead to increasing “regulatory unreasonableness (the imposition of uniform regulatory 

requirements in situations where they do not make sense) and unresponsiveness (the failure 

to consider arguments by regulated enterprises that exceptions should be made)” when the 

‘official perspective’ clashes with the ‘civilian perspective’, leading to economic inefficiencies 

and backlash by the regulated (Bardach and Kagan, 1982, p. 58). In the case of market-driven 

private standards, such backlash can lead to producers choosing to forego the market benefits 

of participation and opting out of the certification scheme, decreasing the ultimate reach of 

and effectiveness of private regulation.  

Regulatory unreasonableness is particularly problematic when noncompliance stems 

not from willful deviance, but from a lack of capacity to comply, as well as “instances of 

ignorance, incompetence, or inadequate supervision” (Bardach and Kagan, 1982, p. 62). In 

such cases, social utility (that is, that sanctions should provide a net social benefit) would speak 

for regulators acting “more like a ‘persuader’ or educator than a rule-bound bureaucrat” 

(Bardach and Kagan, 1982, p. 38). In the private regulatory field, proponents of this worldview 

often advocate for the integration of a “logic of empowerment” into the design of standards 

and their enforcement mechanisms, arguing that “programs ought to help economically 

excluded and marginalized participants by giving them advice, finding ways to enhance their 

market position, collaborating to improve management, and advocating for their interests on 

the global stage” (Auld et al., 2015, p. 109). In this perspective, “evaluation [is] an end in itself; 

a process whereby participation of those affected by the program creates knowledge, 

empowerment, and, ultimately, improvements in their situations” (Auld et al., 2015, p. 111). 

Under this logic, compliance needs to be managed rather than enforced (cf. Bernstein and 

Cashore, 2012; Chayes and Chayes, 1995; Downs et al., 1996; Young, 2011) by providing 

capacity-building and learning activities such as training sessions and incremental goal-

setting. 

Recent evidence shows that private standard-setters have responded to this tension 

between stringency and inclusivity in a number of ways. In line with their goal of 

mainstreaming private governance across entire sectors of smallholder farmers, and in 

response to producer organizations that have vocally asserted that setting unattainably high 

environmental or social standards is counterproductive to the aim of creating widespread 

change, many certification schemes operate under or have moved to ‘continuous 

improvement’ models, in which requirements for participation are relatively low at entry into 

the scheme and are raised year by year (Sizer and de Freitas, 2016). As Karen Kreider, 
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Executive Director of ISEAL explained, “certification is being adapted to becoming more of a 

developmental tool, where non-compliance results in support rather than exclusion […] 

Rather than an in-out certification, it is seen as being a continuous improvement, learning 

approach to certification, which is highly embraced by the sector” (ISEAL, 2016, 33:00). 

However, while this strategy may have opened access for certification to more producers, 

according to the economic logic specified above, the shift toward continuous improvement is 

likely to have actually adversely affected the benefits they draw from it. By setting up 

continuous improvement guidelines, certification organizations created much more diffuse 

entrance barriers, allowing entry-level (first year) producers to access the same in-group (and, 

therefore, market for certified products) as more advanced producers that are held to higher 

standards. Here, the combination of market-based private regulation with a development-

focused mentality may contribute to a long-term dynamic that undermines the very incentive 

structure market-driven governance is based on.  

In addition, most certification organizations have removed language surrounding price 

premiums from their official theory of change, concentrating instead on market access and 

productivity improvements as the benefits producers are promised from entering the 

certification scheme (Dietz et al., 2018; Grabs, 2018). This, however, lowers the incentives for 

producers to be in compliance with high-cost requirements that have the greatest likelihood 

of internalizing environmental and social externalities, which may lead to difficult trade-offs 

at the point of rule formulation and enforcement. Due to these tensions, there is thus a strong 

need to understand how regulatory design choices at the collective choice level of private 

standard-setting influence producer practices on the operational level of real-world behavior.  

This paper fills this research gap by analyzing empirical evidence on the implementation 

levels of different types of private standard requirements for sustainable production practices 

– some of which are mandatory for standard compliance, while others are continuous 

improvement variables; some of which mirror existing public regulations, while others impose 

additional private rules; and some of which represent high opportunity costs, while others 

only require minor habit changes – and leveraging this variation to determine what 

institutional choices in rule-selection and enforcement are most effective in the private 

regulatory environment. To do so, I construct nine hypotheses on the institutional design 

choices of market-driven regulatory governance institutions that are tested through a meta-

analysis of indicators and their group-wise results regarding outcome additionality. I choose 

outcome additionality, as measured by statistically significant changes in practice 

implementation in certified farmer groups as compared to matched control observations, as 

my central dependent variable. This allows me to isolate design choices that, to the best of our 

knowledge, affect producer behavior, which is a key characteristic of institutional effectiveness 

as defined in the micro-institutional perspective (which requires that “change in institutional 

arrangements affects the strategies that individuals affected by a change in rules adopt” (Kiser 

and Ostrom, 2000, p. 56)). This approach further enables me to account for selection effects 

(wherein private regulatory governance is only adopted by individuals whose practices are 

already in line with the requirements), which are frequently observed in the literature, but 

limit the transformative power of market-driven regulatory governance initiatives (Auld et al., 

2015; Grabs et al., 2016; Marx and Cuypers, 2010). The derived hypotheses are as follows. 

Following a logic of control, and a prescriptive approach to compliance enforcement, we 

may expect the following: 
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H1: Critical requirements (those which are mandatory for certification attainment) are 

more likely to show outcome additionality than non-critical requirements because they do not 

allow for cost-minimizing choices between alternative options and provide clarity on 

obligations for both auditor and auditee, leading to low amounts of on-the-ground variability. 

 

On the other hand, and following the compliance management approach under a logic 

of empowerment, we may find the alternative hypothesis to be true: 

 

H2: Critical requirements are less likely to show outcome additionality than non-critical 

requirements because they do not take into account capacity to comply and do not give 

auditors leeway to aid participants toward compliance. 

 

Furthermore, following this argument, it could be that capacity-building is the key 

criterion that leads to outcome additionality:  

 

H3: Requirements in groups that had received effective training on the practice in 

question are more likely to show outcome additionality due to participants’ improvements in 

their capacity to comply. 

 

As Gunningham and Grabosky (1998) point out, the likely effectiveness of a compliance 

management approach focused on capacity-building will further depend on the convergence 

of the regulatory aim (and, presumably, the public interest) with the interests of producers. 

They illustrate this distinction with the juxtaposition of two examples of environmentally 

beneficial agricultural practices: using fewer agricultural chemicals and biodiversity 

protection. In the first case, “where the producer is aware that input costs can be reduced 

without detracting from quality and yield, everyone benefits, without recourse to threat or 

inducement. Here, it is sufficient for a producer to recognize that excessive chemical input is 

economically inefficient, and that a reduction in chemical use can improve profit” 

(Gunningham and Grabosky, 1998, p. 297). On the other hand, “where, as is most often the 

case, voluntarism entails financial sacrifice, and commercial influences in furtherance of 

biodiversity are insufficient to prevail, some degree of incentive instruments may be 

necessary. Where these, in turn, fail to deliver preferred outcomes, a degree of regulatory 

intervention may be appropriate” (Gunningham and Grabosky, 1998, p. 305). Building on 

these arguments, we may find that the associated upfront or continuous compliance costs 

decreases producers’ likelihood to improve practices beyond their current status quo: 

 

H4: Requirements that necessitate significant upfront investment costs are less likely to 

show outcome additionality due to limits in regulatees’ capacity to comply and their likelihood 

to opt out of or evade such requirements. 

 

H5: Requirements that represent significant continuous opportunity costs are less likely 

to show outcome additionality due to limits in regulatees’ financial capacity to comply and 

their likelihood to opt out of or evade such requirements. 

 

Next, I construct two hypotheses that concern institutional design choices for the entire 

scheme. The first concerns the enforcement of private regulation, which in the private context 

is more decentralized than in most public regulatory agencies. There are a number of different 
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ways in which standard-setting organizations can delegate enforcement authority to auditing 

organizations, but virtually any variant showcases conflict-of-interest problems (Meidinger, 

2003). On the one hand, if standard-setting organizations maintain close control of their 

auditing procedures, for instance through a subsidiary body with an auditing monopoly, they 

are in danger of influencing the auditing procedure with their own preference for a rapid 

spread and extension of certified users (which increases the standard’s market share and the 

organization’s reputation and influence), thereby lowering the credibility and legitimacy of 

the process. On the other hand, if they take a highly hands-off approach in selecting auditors, 

for instance through proxy-accreditation, and allow for a high level of competition, it is 

possible that auditing firms will opportunistically pursue their primary interest of having 

long-term certifiable clients by providing low-cost, lenient audits, over the principal’s interest 

of a stringent and credible process. Producer groups in turn will be able to choose the most 

flexible auditor and promise repeat business in return for a positive audit result. The existing 

evidence base for this principal-agent problem (Albersmeier et al., 2009; Barrett et al., 2002; 

Calegari et al., 1998; Jahn et al., 2005; Makkawi and Schick, 2003; Pierce and Sweeney, 2004) 

leads me to specify the next hypothesis as follows: 

 

H6: Programs that only allow for one monopoly auditing organization or that require 

accreditation to their standard are more likely to show outcome additionality than programs 

that allow for a large group of proxy-accredited or desk-approved auditing organizations due 

to auditors’ higher familiarity with the relevant standards and the lowering of adverse 

incentives and conflicts of interest. 

 

Then, returning to the discussion on market benefits, I expect that the provision of 

individualized, significant price premiums will have a positive effect on the outcome 

additionality of practices, given the incentive to remain within the program:  

 

H7: Programs that offer individualized, significant price premiums (>20% over non-

certified price) to producers are more likely to show outcome additionality due to their 

provision of a financial disincentive for non-compliance. 

 

Finally, as a baseline for participation private sustainability standards frequently require 

compliance with local laws such as the minimum wage or minimum working age standards. 

A priori, we can identify two possible theoretical directions of such an effect. On the one hand, 

the presence of an equivalent public regulation may increase outcome additionality by adding 

additional private enforcement capacity of a public regulation that represents no additional 

opportunity cost (beyond legal compliance) for producers participating in private standards. 

On the other, the presence of regulatory duplication might decrease the outcome additionality 

of private rules due to the fact that the same regulation already exists and is enforced in the 

country setting in question.  

 

H8: Private regulation requirements that mirror public regulation are more likely to 

show outcome additionality due to the provision of enforcement capability for clear rules on 

the ground. 

H9: Private regulatory requirements that mirror public regulation are less likely to show 

outcome additionality due to regulatory duplication. 
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The effect of this institutional design variable in particular is likely to vary with the level 

of public institutional capacity in the producing country in question. In a last step, I therefore 

re-run the estimation of all relevant variables by country (Honduras, Colombia, and Costa 

Rica) to compare and contrast differential effects. 

 

3. Methods 

 

In order to test the presented hypotheses, I collected over 1,900 farm-household 

questionnaires on the adoption of sustainable production practices of certified and uncertified 

smallholder coffee producers in Honduras, Colombia and Costa Rica. I included observations 

from all mainstream coffee certifications (Fairtrade, UTZ Certified, Rainforest Alliance, 

Starbucks C.A.F.E. Practices, Nespresso AAA, 4C, and Fairtrade/organic2). Some producers 

were double-certified, in which cases producers with the less-stringent certification (for 

instance, Fairtrade) were used as control observations to allow us to identify the additionality 

of each certification scheme in turn. Table 1 shows the total distribution of observations.  

 

 Costa Rica Colombia Honduras Total 

Fairtrade 94 250 48 392 

Fairtrade/organic 0 0 47 47 

4C 0 86 (+ FT) 135 221 

UTZ Certified 0 0 94 94 

Rainforest Alliance 71 (+ 

FT+AAA) 

+ 81 (+ 

C.A.F.E.) 

81 (+ FT + 

AAA) 

76 309 

Starbucks C.A.F.E. 118 (+ FT) 84 (+ FT) 0 202 

Nespresso AAA 0 144 (+ FT) 0 144 

Non-certified 139 97 259 495 

Total 503 742 659 1’904 

Table 1. Total number of collected observations by country and certification scheme 

 

Local data collectors implemented a questionnaire that I designed on the basis of a 

comprehensive review of sustainability standard documents, previous impact evaluation 

literature (Arnould et al., 2009; Barham et al., 2011; Beuchelt and Zeller, 2011; Blackman and 

Naranjo, 2012; Bolwig et al., 2009; Elder et al., 2013; Jena et al., 2012; Kamau et al., 2010; Kuit et 

al., 2016, 2013, 2010; Ruben et al., 2009; Ruben and Fort, 2012; Ruben and Zuniga, 2011; Rueda 

and Lambin, 2013; van Rijn et al., 2012) as well as the recommended indicators of the 

Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA, 2018). The questionnaire contained 290 

(partly conditional) questions on socio-economic and environmental indicators, which I field-

tested in an iterative process to ensure that questions were appropriate, intuitive and well-

understood by both data collectors and survey participants. The survey comprised both 

reported (interview-based) as well as observational data, for instance on environmental farm 

conditions such as shade cover or the presence of infrastructure such as agrochemical sheds. 

Given resource limits, I focused the data collection – and subsequent analysis – on criteria that 

                                                      

 
2 A large number of organic smallholder coffee farmers are doubly certified with both the Fairtrade and organic standards 

(in fact, around 57% of Fairtrade coffee is also certified organic). In order to account for both social and environmental production 

practices, I thus use “Fairtrade/organic” as one distinct type of certification in this context, and compare these producers with 

non-certified control observations in the Honduras sample. 
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are most applicable to smallholder farm-households; thus, the studied indicators (see 

overview in Table 2 below) do not represent the entire universe of all possible requirements 

imposed on smallholder farmers by private sustainability standards. Instead, they constitute 

the sub-section of standard requirements that, according to informational interviews, affected 

production practices of smallholder farmers most strongly (thus, I leave out requirements 

aimed at larger estates such as collective bargaining agreements, as well as procedural 

requirements such as the creation of management plans) and overlapped most strongly across 

the studied private sustainability standards. 

After data cleaning, I implemented propensity score matching and regression analysis 

to derive the differences in outcomes of different environmental and social sustainability 

practices that are incentivized by private sustainability standards. Since participation in a 

certain certification program is rarely a random outcome (Grabs et al., 2016), the main 

challenge when using matching techniques lies in the identification of comparable non-

certified farms. Usually, this is done by identifying important characteristics that could have 

influenced a household’s participation in the certification process such as education levels, 

farm size, gender of the household head, and region. However, as one adds matching 

covariates, it becomes increasingly difficult to guarantee a precise match in all characteristics. 

Using the propensity score – the likelihood to be certified, given the set of underlying 

covariates – allows this matching problem to be reduced to one single dimension (Heckman 

et al., 1998). The average treatment effect on the treated is then calculated by taking the mean 

of the difference in outcomes between treated individuals and their matched controls based 

on the propensity score.  

For the logit model, my explanatory variables include farm size (either total size or coffee 

area, depending on respective better fit), farmer’s gender, farmer’s age, farmer’s level of 

education, household size, land tenure, association membership status, location information 

(time to school, clinic, and market), altitude, as well as region (where applicable). These 

variables were informed by theory as well as a literature review of publications that had 

previously used PSM or other impact evaluation techniques in evaluating coffee certifications 

(Arnould et al., 2009; Barham et al., 2011; Beuchelt and Zeller, 2011; Blackman and Naranjo, 

2012; Bolwig et al., 2009; Elder et al., 2013; Jena et al., 2012; Kamau et al., 2010; Kuit et al., 2016, 

2013, 2010; Ruben et al., 2009; Ruben and Fort, 2012; Ruben and Zuniga, 2011; Rueda and 

Lambin, 2013; van Rijn et al., 2012). The logit model was estimated for each certified group 

separately and covariates were dropped if they were collinear or had adverse effects on the 

explanatory power of the logit model. The final matching covariates for each certified group 

are listed in Appendix 2. For the propensity score matching model, I used logit models with 2 

nearest neighbors and caliper sizes of 0.2 to 0.3 in the propensity score matching algorithm, 

and report Abadie-Imbens robust standard errors. I also applied sensitivity analyses that 

included changing model type (probit vs. logit), the number of nearest neighbors (1 vs. 2 vs. 

5), and adding covariates. None of the sensitivity analyses showed significant differences from 

the main results, which is why I focus on reporting results from the main model specification 

as described above.  

In order to further test the robustness of our results, I also used regression analysis3. 

Here, I used the following specification:  

                                                      

 
3 After reviewing the literature, I decided against weighting the regression by the propensity scores due to 

its likelihood to increase the random error in the estimates and to bias the estimated standard errors downward, 
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 Yi = α0 + βXi + γTi + εi (3) 

 

where Yi is the outcome variable of farm i, Xi is a vector of control variables, Ti is the 

treatment variable (certification with the respective standard), εi the idiosyncratic error term 

and α0, β and γ parameters to be estimated, with γ consisting the reported effect of certification, 

when controlling for all other covariates. I used a linear regression model and ordinary least 

square with heteroscedasticity-robust standard errors for continuous variables and logit 

estimation for binary ones. For the logit results, I report the average marginal effect and the 

associated Delta-method standard error. I use the same covariates in the regression models as 

for the matching analyses, but add land tenure, distance to school, and distance to health clinic 

in those cases where they were dropped from the PSM analysis in order to provide a better 

comparability of regression results. 

The two different methods are combined to add robustness to the results, but in theory 

they broadly identify the same variable: the additional effect on the outcome in question that 

can be attributed to participation in the respective certification scheme while keeping all other 

covariates equal4. The true effect of certification participation is thus likely to lie within the 

range established by the two results, with findings considered more robust the higher the 

results’ significance and the closer the two procedures’ results align. Significant results are 

indicated through the usual notation (* = p < 0.10; ** = p < 0.05; *** = p < 0.01) and standard 

errors are added in the parentheses for significant results. Single-indicator results that flowed 

into the meta-analysis are all reported in Appendix 3. 

In a next step, I coded the outcome additionality of reported results for each outcome 

indicator by certification group (resulting in up to 14 certification groups per indicator5). 

Outcome additionality was defined as a binary variable, taking 1 for showing significant 

improvements in results in the intended direction above and beyond the respective control 

group. Each group-wise outcome indicator was coded as “1” if the indicator showed a change 

in the intended direction at p< 0.10 (*) significance level in both the PSM and regression 

analyses or if it showed a change in the intended direction at p<0.05 (**) or p<0.01 (***) 

significance level in either analysis. I only used outcome indicators that represented a clear 

outcome in practice change (thus, not outputs such as trainings, nor impacts such as evidence of 

erosion), and observations from certification groups where my sample sizes were large enough 

to be able to produce significant results. In total, this resulted in 32 indicators of environmental 

and socially sustainable production practices that are incentivized by private sustainability 

                                                      

 
and the possibility that weighting could increase the bias in estimated causal parameters (Freedman and Berk, 

2008). 
4 To be precise, they report outcomes that are subtly different. In the results of my Propensity Score Matching 

analysis, I report the Average Treatment Effect on the Treated (ATET), that is, the effect is calculated by 

approximating what would have happened if certified producers had not been certified. The regression methods 

by definition use the entire sample to calculate inference; their results are thus closer to the Average Treatment 

Effect, where the effect also takes into consideration what would have happened if non-certified farmers had been 

certified. For the purposes of impact evaluation, it is however more precise to calculate the ATET through 

propensity score matching since selection effects might make it unlikely that untreated individuals would have 

been treated; thus, I report the ATET as my main result and supplement the regression results as a robustness test. 
5 I had 14 certification groups in total across the three countries (5 in Honduras, 5 in Colombia, and 4 in 

Costa Rica); however, in some cases the number of applicable observations was too few to yield significant results 

or the criterion was non-applicable in the given context (e.g. when coffee producers did not process their own 

coffee, their treatment of processing water was not an issue), resulting in less group-wise results for such indicators. 
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standards, reported in Table 2 below, and 435 observations due to logging each group’s 

indicator separately.  

 

Indicators included in the meta-analysis 

Socially sustainable production practices 

1 Elimination of use of highly hazardous pesticides 

2 Increase of workers’ wage per day (in USD) (to minimum wage) 

3 Increase of pickers’ wage per day (in USD) (to minimum wage) 

4 Payment of minimum wage for all workers 

5 Elimination of hiring of minors (below 14/15 years of age) 

6 School attendance of school-age children 

7 Elimination of school-age children doing dangerous work, e.g. applying pesticides 

8 Elimination of open-air burning of household waste 

9 Safe pesticide container disposal 

10 Use of complete personal protection equipment 

11 Existence of orderly agrochemical storage facility 

12 Existence of complete first-aid kit 

13 Access to potable drinking water 

14 Productivity (in 100 lbs/ hectare) (as livelihood improvement strategy) 

15 Farm diversification (as climate change adaptation method) 

Environmentally sustainable production practices 

16 Fertilizer efficiency improvement (in bags/100 lbs) 

17 Pesticide efficiency improvement (in liters/100 lbs) 

18 Elimination of the use of herbicides 

19 Elimination of all synthetic input use 

20 Use of organic fertilizer 

21 Use of traps for pests (e.g. the coffee berry borer) as Integrated Pest Management method 

22 Collection of cherries post-harvest as Integrated Pest Management method 

23 On-farm trash collection 

24 Over 50% of soil covered with cover crops or mulch 

25 Use of erosion barriers and terraces 

26 Use of wind breaks 

27 Treatment of waste water 

28 Elimination of deforestation for crop expansion 

29 Planting of trees in last year 

30 Over 25% of crops covered by shade trees 

31 Implementation of diverse agroforestry with >25% shade cover 

32 Implementation of diverse agroforestry with >50% shade cover 

Table 2. Overview of socially and environmentally sustainable practices included in the meta-analysis 

 

In order to test the hypotheses stated above, I further coded whether each criterion was 

a critical (that is, compulsory) practice or not in the groups’ respective standard; whether there 

was a public regulatory equivalent in the country under analysis; whether complying with the 

requirement represented significant investment costs6; whether it represented long-lasting 

                                                      

 
6 Based on reported investment expenditures and best available theory. 
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opportunity costs regarding yields or net income7; whether an effective training component 

for the requirement existed8; whether participation in the group resulted in individualized, 

significant price premiums paid on green coffee sold as certified (above 20% of mainstream 

market price)9; and whether the certification scheme employed a restrictive (auditor monopoly 

or strict accreditation) or flexible (proxy-accreditation, self-verification, etc.) auditor policy. I 

further added country and (in an expanded model) certification scheme dummies to account 

for residual differences. Appendix 1 provides an overview of the coding matrices used. Since 

outcome additionality was coded as a binary outcome, I implemented a logit model with 

heteroscedasticity-robust standard errors and report the average marginal effect and the 

associated Delta-method standard error. 

The discussion of the results furthermore draws on qualitative data drawn from 

participant observation and semi-structured interviews implemented during the same period 

as the principal data collection (2015-2017). More information to these methods, overviews of 

interviews, and related results can be found in Grabs (2018, 2017). 

 

4. Results and discussion 

 

In a first step, I draw on the results of the coding exercise (reported in Appendix 1) to 

generate first insights on de-facto institutional design choices made by private sustainability 

standards operating in the coffee sector. While the standard documents of all sustainability 

schemes touch upon or mention close to all sustainable production practices presented in 

Table 2, only a small share of these practices are considered critical requirements for standard 

compliance. Many of these critical requirements mirror public labor regulation such as 

minimum wage or working age legislation. On the other hand, many environmentally 

sustainable practices, particularly those with high opportunity costs that may lead to yield 

losses (for instance the pursuit of agroforestry methods, in which coffee is planted under 

diverse multi-strata canopy cover (Perfecto et al., 2005)), are regulated in softer ways, with 

producers being granted considerable flexibility in determining the appropriate mix of 

practices to improve, for instance, their farm’s soil conservation or climate change resilience. 

On the level of program design considerations, Fairtrade, Fairtrade/organic and the Rainforest 

Alliance have opted for a more ‘restrictive’ auditor policy, while the other schemes use less 

stringent methods of delegating auditing responsibility. Finally, I find that only select 

standards provide considerable price premiums to participating farmers when compared to 

non-certified controls; this also varies by country, with countries with a higher baseline price 

and quality (such as Costa Rica) showing fewer opportunities for effective price differentiation 

of certified coffee than countries with a less developed quality segment such as Honduras. 

How do these factors affect the outcome additionality, that is, the likelihood of changing 

producer behavior as compared to the status quo, of private regulatory governance? Table 3 

reports the logit models with and without certification dummies (in both models, the baseline 

country is Costa Rica; in model 2, the baseline certification is Starbucks C.A.F.E. Practices). In 

the following, I will discuss each hypothesis’ empirical evaluation in more depth, locate it 

                                                      

 
7 Based on best available theory and within-data set evidence on yield levels.  
8 As measured in t-tests of within-group improvements in the requirement between producers that reported 

having attended relevant training sessions and those that had not. 
9 Based on reported price data. 
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within the relevant literature, and derive insights on elements of effective institutional design 

and fit of private regulatory sustainability governance schemes.  

 

Average marginal impact on significant outcome additionality over control group 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 

Critical requirement .13** (.05) .11** (.05) 

Effective training .04 .01 

Investment costs .06 .07 

Opportunity costs -.10** (.04) -.10** (.04) 

Restrictive auditor policy .18*** (.05) .05 

Price premiums -.00 .14 

Public equivalent -.12** (.05) -.12** (.05) 

Controls   

Honduras .14** (.06) -.15 

Colombia -.01 -.05 

Fairtrade  .09 

Fairtrade/organic  .37** (.16) 

UTZ  .34* (.18) 

4C  .10 

Rainforest Alliance  .45*** (.14) 

AAA  -.18* (.09) 

Rainforest Alliance/AAA  -.06 

Observations 435 435 

Pseudo-R2 0.105 0.143 

Delta-method standard errors in parentheses; * = p < 0.10; ** = p < 0.05; *** = p < 0.01 

Table 3. Logit analysis of the effects of institutional design characteristics on outcome additionality by indicator 

 

4.1 Clear, stringent requirements 

 

Both models show that elevating standard requirements to “critical” status in which 

compliance is necessary to achieve and maintain certification significantly increases the 

likelihood that they show outcome additionality in certified farmers over matched controls, 

by 11-13% respectively. These results lead us to accept H1 (critical requirements are more 

likely to show outcome additionality because they do not allow for cost-minimizing choices 

between alternative options and provide clarity on obligations for both auditor and auditee) 

and reject H2 (critical requirements are less likely to show outcome additionality because they 

do not take into account capacity to comply and do not give auditors leeway to aid participants 

toward compliance). They also support a more restrictive view of regulation and auditing in 

the realm of private regulation, highlighting the danger that flexible and discretionary rules 

may lead to underregulation, regulatory capture and regulatory ineffectiveness (Bardach and 

Kagan, 1982; Hawkins, 1984; Hawkins and Thomas, 1989), and empirically confirm the model 

of boundedly rational producer behavior, wherein producers will prioritize fulfilling binding 

requirements over continuous or optional ones. 

These results are further supported by existing literature. Some of the earliest research 

on voluntary environmental programs concluded that in the absence of strong institutional 

pressures such as monitoring and sanctioning for non-compliance, participants selectively 

prioritized environmental management practices that provided financial benefits and failed to 

implement more costly practices (deLeon and Rivera, 2009; Rivera et al., 2006). Darnall and 

Sides (2008) highlight that specific and challenging goals are likely to lead to greater 

performance of voluntary environmental programs than moderately or easily attainable goals. 

Regarding agricultural sustainability certifications, both Blackman and Naranjo (2012) and 
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Ibanez and Blackman (2016) identify well-defined (rather than fuzzy) standards as a hallmark 

of effective certification programs. Underscoring the importance of the clarity of obligations, 

Blackman and Naranjo (2012, p. 63) observe that “in general, inspectors enforce prohibitions 

against negative practices (use of agrochemicals) more stringently than they require the 

positive ones (soil conservation, etc.)”, possibly because of a lower likelihood of indeterminacy 

of the prohibition of negative practices as opposed to judging when positive obligations have 

been fulfilled. Takahashi and Todo (2017) conclude that rigorous certification criteria and 

auditing systems may lead to conservation effects, and advocate for strengthening respective 

environmental regulations.  

Furthermore, Bose et al. (2016)’s example of Rainforest Alliance certification in Indian 

agroforestry systems showcases that flexible regulatory enforcement may lead to motivational 

crowding-out of prior, stricter views of sustainability. One producer commented on the 

surprising laxity of the Rainforest Alliance audit as follows: “planters are removing shade trees 

and planting exotics like silver oak, but RA certification is not preventing this, because shade 

cover is an optional criterion and not mandatory. When the auditors came I had to specially 

request them to mark that I was following RA’s standards on shade cover (i.e. maintaining 

40% shade and 12 tree species per hectare), but the auditor did not know how to measure 

shade cover or identify tree species to verify that it was, indeed, at least 12 species. I am a 

nature lover, but what about the hundreds of farmers who are deforesting?” (Bose et al., 2016, 

p. 950). This misalignment between local and international norms of sustainability led to great 

confusion and disillusionment with certification that had negative spillovers into interest in 

conservation projects in general, and shade production in particular. For instance, one 

producer was quoted as saying “if all environment projects are like certification, I am not 

interested in keeping my shade trees” (Bose et al., 2016, p. 953). Here, the low stringency and 

expectation of the private regulatory system appear to have lowered the intrinsic motivation 

of producers to maintain their initial high ecological standards in a variation of the ‘crowding-

out’ effect of the introduction of extrinsic rewards (Frey and Jegen, 2001). 

 

4.2 Effective training and capacity-building 

 

I further coded for each indicator whether participation in relevant (e.g. environmental, 

agrochemical, or recycling) training showed significant differences in outcome within each 

group according to performed t-tests, and tested whether such training effectiveness 

contributed to overall outcome additionality within the two models. However, the model 

results lead us to reject H3 (requirements in groups that had effective training are more likely 

to show outcome additionality due to participants’ improvements in their capacity to comply) 

since they show no significant coefficients in the comparative analysis. The likely reason is that 

in many cases, even when training was effective, it was rarely rolled out to sufficient producers 

to create significant outcome additionality in the overall group. Here, the promise of 

certification schemes to further cooperative – or conciliatory – compliance enforcement 

(Bardach and Kagan, 1982) still appears unfulfilled.  

In other instances, training and capacity-building have been identified as significant 

potential pathways toward improvements. Rueda and Lambin (2013) find that trained 

Rainforest Alliance-certified farmers are significantly more likely to use soil analyses to guide 

the application of fertilizer on their farms. Using qualitative data, Elder et al. (2013) 

hypothesize that trainings are responsible for a higher likelihood of Fairtrade-certified farmers 

to practice agroforestry and apply manure on their coffee plots. Akoyi and Maertens (2017) 
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identify a well-organized private extension system as a major explanatory factor for superior 

results in land and labor productivity of farmers with combined Rainforest Alliance-UTZ-4C 

certification. On the other hand, Kuit et al. (2016) note that training is not correlated with any 

improvements in economic or agronomic performance in their sample of 4C farmers, leading 

to the conclusion that the messages and methods used may require further analysis. Given 

that my dataset identifies effective training outcomes, it appears that a combination of 

increased quality and quantity of training is key to assure that training and capacity building 

translates into on-the-ground additionality impact. 

 

4.3 Investment and opportunity costs 

 

As a third factor, I investigate whether upfront investment costs or continuous 

opportunity costs constitute significant impediments to the generation of outcome 

additionality by private regulations. I am guided by Gunningham and Grabosky (1998), as 

well as Rivera et al. (2006), both of who underscore that boundedly rational economic actors 

will be more willing to adopt changes that improve their competitiveness, and will be reluctant 

to comply with regulations that create sustained financial sacrifice for them. Interestingly, 

while this hypothesis is supported in the case of opportunity costs – when a practice has long-

term negative impacts on yield or net income, it is 10% less likely to showcase outcome 

additionality –, the analysis finds no significant impacts of the presence of upfront investment 

costs on the likelihood for outcome additionality to occur. It seems that the combination of 

institutional support (through the cooperative or trader group), along with the possibility of 

covering costs through the certification premiums, provides farmers with sufficient financial 

capacity to comply to scrape together the necessary investment capital. On the other hand, 

private sustainability standards do not appear to provide sufficient incentives to convince 

farmers to adopt sustainable production practice changes that continuously lower expected 

net income – here, the lexical ordering of money and responsibility appears too strong and the 

changes in institutional arrangements and incentives not pronounced enough to change 

mainstream market incentives.  

These insights are confirmed by Giuliani et al. (2017), who note that coffee farmers 

participating in in-house certifications such as the Nespresso AAA and Starbucks C.A.F.E. 

practices programs showcase eco-efficiency improvements – according to an ‘environmental 

standard’ that focuses on waste management, energy, water, and input use efficiency –, but 

show no improvements in social standards such as paying higher salaries, eradicating child 

labor or improving the safety conditions of workers. They note that such “heightened attention 

to social issues may be perceived as costly and delivering very little immediate return” 

(Giuliani et al., 2017, p. 307), and is thus likely to be opposed or delayed, whereas eco-efficiency 

showcases more immediate rewards in on-farm performance. In analyzing Moroccan fast 

fashion suppliers, Rossi (2013, p. 231) finds a similar lexical ordering of money and 

responsibility in small-scale producers’ limited capacity to comply, quoting an interviewee as 

saying that “firms need to have the means to be compliant. If they cannot cover the expenses, 

they ask themselves why they are doing it. . . . If they have to choose between survival and 

exports, they will choose survival, which means that they would delay the social compliance 

and maybe not export as much as they would, rather than close the factory because they cannot 

afford the expenses.” These results speaks to the decoupling of standards and practices that 

constitute continuous costs, as also observed in the horticulture (Ouma, 2010), garment (De 

Neve, 2009; Mezzadri, 2012) and light manufacturing (Taylor, 2011) sectors. Giuliani (2016) 
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and Giuliani et al. (2017) further highlight that decoupling is more likely in the absence of 

rigorous monitoring – leading us to the next factor under analysis.  

 

4.4 Restrictive auditor policy 

 

Model 1 confirms H8 (programs that only allow for one monopoly auditing organization 

or that require accreditation to their standard are more likely than programs that allow for a 

large group of proxy-accredited or desk-approved auditing organizations to show outcome 

additionality due to auditors’ higher familiarity with standard and the lowering of adverse 

incentives and conflicts of interest), given that requirements in programs with a more 

restrictive auditor policy are, on average, 16% more likely to lead to outcome additionality 

when comparing certified farmers with their matched control group. The significance of this 

coefficient disappears when I add in the program dummies, showcasing that this effect is 

driven mostly by the Fairtrade/organic and Rainforest Alliance groups.  

Robust third-party auditing mechanisms are frequently highlighted as a design criterion 

that may increase the effectiveness of private regulatory programs (Blackman and Naranjo, 

2012; Darnall and Sides, 2008; deLeon and Rivera, 2009; Ibanez and Blackman, 2016; Rivera et 

al., 2006). The auditing literature, in turn, highlights the conflicts of interest inherent in a for-

profit auditing market with high levels of competition (Anders et al., 2007; De and Nabar, 1991; 

Jahn et al., 2005; Zorn et al., 2012). Empirically, Albersmeier et al. (2009) observe in a review of 

auditing scores in the German meat sector the high overall score, low failure levels (only 

around 2.5% of firms fail the audit), and unexplained within-region heterogeneity in auditing 

results that is likely due to nonconformities in auditing practices. Similarly, Zorn et al. (2012) 

find significant differences in scores across organic auditors that might be due to adverse 

selection, and highlight that the European organic control system has insufficient information 

on audit details (including missing definitions of key terms such as “infringement” and 

“irregularity”) to adequately perform its monitoring role.  

Hence, excessive competition which drives down audit price rates and puts downward 

pressure on the scrutiny of controls (Zorn et al., 2012) may be an important explanatory factor 

why schemes with more restrictive auditor policies show greater outcome additionality. 

However, it should be noted that in this analysis there is likely co-variation between rule 

stringency and restrictive auditor policies (particularly when comparing the Rainforest 

Alliance and Fairtrade/organic groups to the 4C and company-owned schemes), making it 

more difficult to isolate the independent effect of restrictive auditor policies in Model 2. Yet, 

as a policy prescription, theory and empirics align to recommend greater stringency in vetting 

and overseeing auditing firms in order to avoid principal-agent dilemmas, adverse selection 

and conflicts of interest. 

 

4.5 Price premiums and interactions with mainstream market incentives 

 

Next, in an interesting deviation from the original theory of change underpinning 

market-driven regulatory governance, the offer of substantive price premiums, defined as 

price premiums that constitute 20% or more of the non-certified price, did not show any effect 

on the likelihood of outcome additionality in matched farmers. This leads me to reject H9 

(programs that offer individualized, significant price premiums (>20% over non-certified 

price) to producers are more likely to show outcome additionality due to their provision of a 

financial disincentive for non-compliance). These results may have a number of connected 
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reasons. First, I coded the presence of significant price premiums on a per-unit basis of certified 

crop, and according to our best information from cooperatives and farmers, rather than on the 

basis of the reported median price received over the entire coffee harvest. Hence, if only a 

small share of the final output is sold into the certified channel, the price premium – even if 

significant in theory – will not make a noticeable difference in the income balance of 

participating farmers; as one Costa Rican farmer noted, “the certification premium pays for 

maybe one round of fertilization – it’s nice to have, but not important” (field notes, Costa Rican 

farmer, 2017). Indeed, if we examine Table 4, it is apparent that global uptake – that is, sales – 

of certified or verified coffee is considerably lower than production for all labels under 

investigation. Only 23% (4C) to 49% (organic) of produced sustainable coffee is also bought 

under the corresponding label. If only a small share of a farmer’s overall production is indeed 

sold under a certification scheme, the financial incentive to comply with the stated certification 

rules may thus be accordingly less important. 

 

Table 4. Coffee produced and sold under sustainability schemes (GCP, 2015; ICO, 2016a, 2016b; Panhuysen and 

Pierrot, 2014; Pierrot, 2016; Willer and Lernoud, 2017) 

MILLION BAGS 2008 

SOLD 

2015 

SOLD 

2015 % OF 

TOTAL 

WORLD 

EXPORTS 

2015  

COFFEE 

PRODUCED 

2015 % OF 

TOTAL WORLD 

PRODUCTION 

2015 % OF 

PRODUCED 

SOLD AS 

CERTIFIED 

FAIRTRADE 

INTERNATIONAL 

1.37 2.83 2.48% 10.46 6.89% 27% 

ORGANIC 1.63 2.62 2.30% 5.29 3.49% 49% 

UTZ CERTIFIED 1.29 3.97  3.48% 13.68 9.02% 29% 

RAINFOREST 

ALLIANCE 

1.04 3.24  

 

2.84% 8.09 5.33% 35% 

4C 0.19 10.16 8.92% 43.82 28.90% 23% 

OTHERS1  2.23 5.25 4.60% 5.25 3.46% 100%?2 

TOTAL 7.75 28.07  86.59   

CORRECTION FOR 

DOUBLE 

CERTIFICATION 

0.75 2.07  6.39   

TOTAL CERTIFIED 

COFFEE 

7 26 22.82% 80.2 52.89%  

1Others include C.A.F.E. Practices, Nespresso AAA, and Bird-Friendly coffee.  
2While all of the coffee sold to Starbucks and Nespresso belongs to their respective programs, no information is 

available on how much of coffee produced according to their environmental and social requirements was not 

accepted into the program due to the minimum quality restrictions or regional sourcing decisions.  

 

A second reason for the non-significant findings may be the increasing conflation of 

sustainability and quality found in the field. As one interviewed coffee trader explained, “most 

of the time, as the price is always higher than the commercial qualities, the requirement from 

the client is that this is at least normal commercial quality, and they pay the certification on 

top. But many times they also have a higher quality expectation because they pay a higher 

price. [O]fficially it's not linked to each other - quality and certification - but most of the time 

as the price is significantly higher, quality is also a topic” (interview, multinational trader, 

2015). As they learn about this conflation of the certification premium with a quality premium, 

certified farmers may become confident that they could also access the higher-priced 

differentiated coffee segment by focusing on the quality characteristics (which includes the 

use of particular varietals, micro-regional provenance, as well as the implementation of 

sophisticated processing steps) of their coffee crop alone, and thus perceive no strong financial 
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incentive from certification schemes to improve their sustainability-related practices even 

further. 

Third, it is also likely that the provision of a single premium for a whole range of 

requirements – some of which are perceived as less critical, some of which may be opted out 

from, and some which can be reinterpreted on the field-level – provides too weak of a link 

between requirement and incentive to be functioning as intended – that is, that incentive 

compatibility is not given in this instance. Rational producers may still decide to maximize 

their possible incomes by focusing squarely on non-negotiable rules (as shown by the 

significance of the critical requirement indicator) and leaving other costly requirements for 

future or partial implementation. As noted by Solér et al. (2017, p. 245), “it is possible for coffee 

farmers to increase coffee yields by decreasing shade (and thus biodiversity) and at the same 

time fulfill RA and UTZ biodiversity standards”, which may be an especially likely scenario 

if, like in their Indian case study context, “many growers have expressed a feeling of being 

‘fooled by the system’” (Solér et al., 2017, p. 242) due to the conflation of certification benefits 

with quality premiums and productivity gains, and the small size of paid out price premiums 

(Perfecto et al., 2005a). Indeed, one Honduran exporter explained that in the case of the 

Rainforest Alliance system, which requires the fulfillment of 80% of all non-critical criteria for 

compliance, “anything that is not a critical criterion is subject to an economic cost-benefit 

analysis: how many points can I sacrifice and still get 80 overall. For example, in Brazil it is 

quasi impossible to have shade cover on mechanized farms, but the recommended 40% shade 

cover is not a critical criterion, so they give up those points” (interview, Honduran exporter, 

2016). 

Finally, and as argued by Snider et al. (2017a), who worked with cooperatives in the 

same regions of Costa Rica as our case study, it is also possible that the motivation to pursue 

sustainable practices does not mainly stem from an economic perspective, but rather from 

underlying values such as social capital, a commitment to the common good and generalized 

trust (Cohen and Prusak, 2001; Pretty and Smith, 2004). This is an interesting alternative 

hypothesis that could be explored in future research; particularly, it would be interesting to 

determine whether such farmers complete both mandatory and voluntary requirements with 

the same intensity and motivation, or whether a lexical ordering of money and responsibility 

continues to hold even in farmers that are exceptionally committed to the provision of public 

goods. 

 

4.6 Public equivalent 

 

Referring back to Table 3, both models showcase that where private regulation mirrors 

existing public law, private regulation is significantly less likely to lead to outcome 

additionality in our sample. These results thus favor H7 (private regulatory requirements that 

mirror public regulation are less likely to show outcome additionality due to regulatory 

duplication) over H6 (private regulation requirements that mirror public regulation are more 

likely to show outcome additionality due to the provision of enforcement capability for clear 

rules on the ground). Reviewing the single-indicator results in Appendix 3, it is apparent that 

in the majority of public regulatory requirements either both certified and non-certified 

producers implement the rule (for instance regarding underage hiring in Colombia), or neither 

group appears to follow the law to the letter (for instance regarding minimum wage law in 

Honduras and Costa Rica). In these instances, the additional enforcement capability provided 

by private auditors does not appear to significantly spur adoption of practices that lie outside 
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of smallholder producers’ financial capacity to comply – and a combination of decoupling 

standards from practice and the likelihood of auditor leniency for strategic or capacity-related 

reasons might prevent such non-compliance from being detected or raised by third-party 

auditors. 

 

Average marginal impact on significant outcome additionality over control group by country 

Variables Honduras Colombia Costa Rica 

Critical requirement .27*** (.09) .04 .00 

Effective training .12 .15 -.15** (.07) 

Investment costs -.02 .16 .00 

Opportunity costs -.16* (.08) .01 -.18*** (.07) 

Restrictive auditor policy [collinear w/ premiums] .23*** (.06) -.06 

Price premiums .27*** (.06) -.12** (.05) .14 

Public equivalent -.24*** (.08) -.01 -.11 

Observations 160 155 120 

Pseudo-R2 0.149 0.160 0.083 

Delta-method standard errors in parentheses; * = p < 0.10; ** = p < 0.05; *** = p < 0.01 

Table 5. Logit analyses of the effects of institutional design characteristics on outcome additionality by indicator and 

country 

 

This intuition becomes even stronger when we study the disaggregated results of the 

logit analysis by country, as done in Table 5. Here one can see that the negative result of 

regulatory duplication is mainly driven by the Honduran producers, which, given the 

existence of high rates of absolute rural poverty, are the most likely to face significant economic 

barriers to compliance even with state-level regulations. Hence, such producers are likely to 

require significant financial compensation – enhancing their economic capacity to comply – to 

be able to afford requirements such as the payment of minimum wages to all of their workers. 

This, again, may lead to cases where the only choice of producers is to continue producing in 

non-compliance of formal public or private requirements, or shut down their operation, 

similar to the situation Rossi (2013) describes. On the other hand, where country-level 

institutions provide substantial support to producers through a variety of policy means, it may 

boost their capacity to comply with public and private regulation, but simultaneously lower 

the level of differentiation that certified producers achieve in practice. This may explain the 

lower amounts of instances of outcome additionality found in general in Colombia and Costa 

Rica (compare Appendix 3), and the fewer instances of significant variables in Table 5 above. 

Newsom et al. (2006) similarly find that forest operations in US states with mandatory best 

management practices need to make fewer changes to qualify for certification than those in 

states where best management practices is voluntary, and Meidinger (2006) notes that, for this 

reason, certification is more likely to be adopted in jurisdictions with reasonably good 

governmental standards and enforcement. Table 5 furthermore shows us that while most 

effect trends hold in direction across country context, there are also surprises – for instance, 

that the availability of price premiums has a slightly negative effect on outcome additionality 

in Colombia. Here, again, it is possible that producers in those groups with access to price 

premiums (mainly related to Rainforest Alliance and Nespresso AAA) simultaneously have 

other quality-related export options that allows them to treat the private standard 

requirements with less reverence, or that comparable matched farmers had similar amounts 

of training and knowledge that led them to pursue similar production systems. In Honduras, 

on the other hand, where the high-quality sector is still in its infancy, sustainability-related 
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price premiums are likely the best chance for producers to differentiate themselves, and we 

see a strong effect on outcome additionality. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

This paper has examined the effectiveness of market-driven regulatory sustainability 

governance in creating institutional arrangements that incentivize coffee producers to change 

their production decisions toward more socially and environmentally sustainable practices. It 

has used a micro-institutional rational choice framework, in which boundedly rational 

individuals make choices subject to various public and private institutional arrangements, to 

analyze how private sustainability schemes are implemented both in the value chain and on 

the ground. By focusing on what Elinor Ostrom calls the operational level of action within 

micro-institutional analysis, where “participants interact in light of the internal and external 

incentives they face to generate outcomes directly in the world” (Ostrom, 2005, p. 60), it drew 

attention to the complexity of implementing private regulatory governance schemes within 

pre-existing mainstream market and public institutional environments. Identifying a dilemma 

in institutional design choices between regulatory stringency and program inclusivity, it 

furthermore inquired what design characteristics of such market-driven regulatory 

governance instruments contribute most to behavior change in individual producers, applying 

insights from institutional rational choice and socio-legal theory. In reviewing field-level data 

from over 1,900 producers from three coffee-producing countries (Honduras, Colombia, and 

Costa Rica), performing a meta-analysis of the outcome additionality of various indicators of 

socially and environmentally sustainable production practices, and integrating it with the 

existing literature, I was able to draw out a number of general insights on the ideal design of 

market-driven regulatory governance institutions to attain greater outcome additionality.  

First, universal and clear compliance rules are more likely to lead to outcome 

additionality than flexible, continuous arrangements; this is particularly the case when rule-

compliant behavior creates long-term opportunity costs, which on its own decreases the 

likelihood of significant outcome additionality. Also, a strict auditor policy with high degrees 

of transparency, vetting and oversight should be considered by private regulatory standard-

setters to prevent a race to the bottom and collusion among auditors and auditees. In light of 

these findings, it is striking that private sustainability standards continue to move forward in 

the opposite direction of favoring continuous improvement strategies and more flexible 

implementation pathways (Millard, 2017). Indeed, Fransen (2018) argues that private standard 

organizations are taking first steps to pivot entirely away from their original regulatory 

governance functions toward service-focused roles vis-à-vis large buyer firms with their own 

corporate sustainability programs. If that is indeed the direction that sustainability governance 

is taking, it is all the more important that we understand better how cooperative compliance 

management can be implemented most effectively. 

The results from the presented data suggest that trainings to advance the capacity to 

comply with need to be both effective and widespread to affect significant behavioral change 

within the certified group; furthermore, given that the data used is based on self-reported 

training participation, it is likely that training sessions need to be repeated frequently to 

enhance uptake and recall among farmers. Yet, the data also strengthen Gunningham and 

Grabosky’s (1998) argument that trainings alone are unlikely to convince farmers to move their 

production practices into a direction that could lead to net yield or income losses, even if such 

practice changes could have strong beneficial impacts on ecosystems or the long-term health 
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of the local community. Here, other types of economic or legislative incentives are necessary – 

yet, the present analysis also makes apparent that the current approach of generating market-

driven incentives to farmers in order to pursue environmentally and socially sustainable 

practices does not appear to function efficiently. In particular, declines in price premiums and 

the proportion of certified coffee that is sold under a sustainability label have precipitated a 

reorientation of producer focus to either productivity or quality improvements to improve net 

incomes. Hence, the potential of private sustainability standards to rectify market failures by 

internalizing environmental and social externalities (for instance through the establishment of 

Payments for Ecosystem Services through premium payments) has not been realized to date. 

While such systems may have provided a first impetus for industry actors to reflect on the 

definition and operationalization of sustainable coffee production (Grabs, 2017), particularly 

in the wake of the coffee crisis in the early 2000s, their proposed solution mechanism – market-

driven regulatory governance – today only shows only partial effectiveness in contributing 

toward behavioral change in line with their stated objectives (Grabs, 2018). It is likely that a 

major overhaul of the approach – notably providing more substantial, whole-harvest, long-

term premiums as reasonable Payments for Ecosystem Services (or, potentially, appealing to 

alternative normative motivations for behavior change) – is necessary for market-driven 

regulatory sustainability governance to work as intended. 
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7. Appendix 1: Overview of coding matrices 

 

Indicators included in the meta-

analysis 

Public equivalent Investment and 

opportunity costs 

Mandatory/critical in private sustainability standard 

Socially sustainable production 

practices 

HND COL CRI Invest. 

costs 

Opport. 

costs 

Fair 

Trade 

FT/ 

organic 

UTZ 4C RA AAA CAFE 

1 Elimination of use of highly 

hazardous pesticides 

x (RA, 

4C) 
    x x x x x x x 

2 Increase of workers’ wage per 

day (in USD) to min. wage 

x x x  x x x x x x x x 

3 Increase of pickers’ wage per 

day (in USD) to min. wage 

x x x  x x x x x x x x 

4 Payment of minimum wage for 

all workers 

x x x  x x x x x x x x 

5 Elimination of hiring of minors 

(below 14/15 years of age) 

x x x   x x x x x x x 

6 School attendance of school-

age children 

x x x         x 

7 Elimination of school-age 

children doing dangerous 

work, e.g. applying pesticides 

x x x   x x x x x x x 

8 Elimination of open-air 

burning of household waste 

   x   x      

9 Safe pesticide container 

disposal 

       x     

10 Use of complete personal 

protection equipment 

   x    x  x x  

11 Existence of orderly 

agrochemical storage facility 

   x    x     

12 Existence of complete first-aid 

kit 

   x  x x      
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13 Access to potable drinking 

water 

   x  x x x x    

14 Productivity (in 100 lbs/ 

hectare) (as livelihood 

improvement strategy) 

            

15 Farm diversification (as climate 

change adaptation method) 

            

Environmentally sustainable 

production practices 

            

16 Fertilizer efficiency 

improvement (in bags/100 lbs) 

      x      

17 Pesticide efficiency 

improvement (in liters/100 lbs) 

      x      

18 Elimination of the use of 

herbicides 

      x      

19 Elimination of all synthetic 

input use 

    x  x      

20 Use of organic fertilizer       x      

21 Use of traps for pests (e.g. the 

coffee berry borer) as 

Integrated Pest Management 

method 

            

22 Collection of cherries post-

harvest as Integrated Pest 

Management method 

            

23 On-farm trash collection             

24 Over 50% of soil covered with 

cover crops or mulch 

            

25 Use of erosion barriers and 

terraces 

            

26 Use of wind breaks             

27 Treatment of waste water    x    x x  x  
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28 Elimination of deforestation for 

crop expansion 

    x     x   

29 Planting of trees in last year             

30 Over 25% of crops covered by 

shade trees 

    x        

31 Implementation of diverse 

agroforestry with >25% shade 

cover 

    x        

32 Implementation of diverse 

agroforestry with >50% shade 

cover 

    x        

 

 

Program-specific indicators Restrictive auditor policy Substantive price premium 

  HND COL CRI 

Fairtrade x (monopoly through FLO-Cert) x   

Fairtrade/organic x (monopoly for FT; accreditation for org) x   

UTZ no – Proxy accreditation    

4C no – Proxy accreditation    

Rainforest Alliance x (Accreditation) x x x 

Nespresso AAA no – internal verification  x x 

Starbucks C.A.F.E. Practices no – verification by internally approved 

entities 
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8. Appendix 2: Propensity Score Matching co-variates 

 

 

Honduras 

Covariates used in PSM 

analysis 

Rainforest 

Alliance 

UTZ 

Certified 

Fairtrade 

conventional 
Fairtrade/ organic 4C 

Gender x x x x x 

Age x x x x x 

Literacy  x    

Years of 

schooling 
x  x x x 

Household size x x   x 

Land tenure x x x x  

Time to clinic x     

Time to school x  x x  

Time to market    x  

Total area x x x x  

Coffee area     x 

IHCAFE 

membership 
x x   x 

AHPROCAFE 

membership 
x x x x  

ANACAFE 

membership 
    x 

Own coffee mill   x   

Region dummy 

(Occidente) 
x x x x x 

 

Colombia 

Covariates used in PSM 

analysis 

Rainforest 

Alliance/ 

AAA 

Nespresso 

AAA 

CAFE 

Practices 

4C 

 

Fairtrade  

 

Gender x x x  x 

Age x x x x x 

Literacy      

Years of 

schooling 
x x x x x 

Household size x x x x x 

Land tenure x x x  x 

Time to clinic x x x x x 

Time to school x x x x x 

Time to market x x x x x 

Total area x  x x x 

Coffee area  x    

FNC 

membership 
x x x x x 

Junta 

membership 
x x x x x 

Own coffee mill  x   x 

Altitude x x x  x 

Region dummy 

(Andes) 
 x x   
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Costa Rica 

Covariates used in PSM 

analysis 

Rainforest 

Alliance/ 

AAA 

Rainforest 

Alliance/CAFE 

Practices 

CAFE Practices Fairtrade 

 

Gender x x x x 

Age x x x x 

Years of schooling x x x x 

Household size x x x x 

Land tenure x x x x 

Time to clinic x x x x 

Time to school x x x x 

Time to market x x x  

Total area    x 

Coffee area x x x x 

UPA membership x x x x 

Fairtrade dummy  x   

 

 

9. Appendix 3: Single-indicator implementation and additionality results 

 

The following Tables should be read as follows: In each row, the first line reports the 

group-wise mean outcome; the second line reports the average treatment effect on the treated, 

as calculated by using the Propensity Scoring Method; and the third line reports the average 

treatment effect, as calculated by linear (in the case of continuous outcome variables) or logit 

(in the case of binary outcome variables) regressions. 

 
Honduras: Single-indicator implementation and additionality results 

Means by group 

Additionality 

Rainforest 

Alliance 

FT/organic 

 

Fairtrade 

 

UTZ 

Certified 

4C Non-

certified 

1. Share of producers 

using highly hazardous 

pesticides 

0.01 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.07 

-.01 

-.06*** (.02) 

-.03 

-.09 

0 

-10 

.01 

-.01 

0 

-.01 

 

2. Workers’ wage per 

day (in USD) 

6.46 6.32 5.07 5.57 5.60 5.65 

.81*** (.11) 

.64*** (.11) 

.34 

.00 

-.03 

-.12 

-.11 

-.17** (.08) 

.05 

.09 

 

3. Pickers’ wage per day 

(in USD) 

9.83 9.24 9.30 8.12 8.86 8.30 

1.33*** (.37) 

.99*** (.31) 

1.04 

.95 

.71 

.32 

-.25 

.03 

-.14 

.24 

 

4. Share that paid 

minimum wage 

0.00 

.00 

- 

0.17 

.17*** (.05) 

.19** (.09) 

0.00 

.00 

- 

0.01 

.00 

- 

0.00 

.00 

- 

0.00 

5. Share of producers 

that hired minors under 

14 years of age 

0.13 0.04 0.02 0.28 0.28 0.31 

-.10*** (.02) 

-.14** (.06) 

-.22 

-.47*** (.06) 

-.06 

- 

-.10 

-.12*** (.04) 

-.01 

.02 

 

6. Share of school-age 

children that attended 

school 

0.90 0.73 0.90 0.80 0.84 0.78 

.06 

.02 

-.06 

-.14 

.13 

.03 

-.03 

-.04 

.10 

.02 

 

                                                      

 
10 As perfect predictors are not allowed for logit models, the model cannot be run in cases where either none 

or all producers of either the treatment or control group implement a certain practice due to perfect collinearity 

between the dependent and independent variable. This explains the missing results in this and subsequent tables. 
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7. Share of school-age 

children that apply 

pesticides 

0.00 0.00 0.17 0.10 0.06 0.07 

-.14*** (.03) 

- 
-11 

- 

-.13 

.08 

.06 

.03 

.03 

-.01 

 

8. Open-air burning of 

household waste 

0.18 0.02 0.13 0.44 0.47 0.43 

-.16* (.08) 

-.13** (.07) 

-.30* (.16) 

-.34*** (.06) 

-.21** (.10) 

-.28*** (.07) 

-.05 

.03 

.07 

.04 

 

9. Safe pesticide 

container disposal 

0.69 0.33 0.33 0.22 0.21 0.17 

.52*** (.14) 

.46*** (.07) 

.33** (.33) 

.43*** (.15) 

.03 

-.00 

.12** (.06) 

.08* (.04) 

-.04 

.01 

 

10. Share using 

complete protection 

equipment 

0.71 0.33 0.33  0.06  0.15 0.10 

.47*** (.10) 

.56*** (.07) 

.33* (.17) 

.24 

.00 

.06 

-.00 

-.02 

.04 

.03 

 

11. Share with orderly 

agrochemical storage 

facility 

0.63 0.22 0.60 0.16 0.15 0.08 

.57*** (.06) 

.45*** (.08) 

.16  

.06 

.30 

.38** (.16) 

.13*** (.05) 

.06 

.06 

-.02 

 

12. Share with complete 

first-aid kit 

0.36 0.21 0.29 0.06 0.07 0.02 

.25*** (.03) 

.26*** (.07) 

.17*** (.05) 

.12* (.07) 

.25***( .06) 

.18*** (.07) 

.03 

.03 

.04** 

(.02) 

.04** 

(.02) 

 

13. Share with potable 

drinking water 

0.80 0.91 0.65 0.55 0.47 0.34 

.46*** (.03) 

.41*** (.05) 

.57*** (.16) 

.76*** (.08) 

-.01 

.04 

.21*** (.07) 

.25*** (.05) 

-.02 

.08* 

(.04) 

 

14. Productivity (in 100 

lbs/ hectare) 

43.39 20.81 22.05 34.20 28.99 31.51 

6.46*** (2.25) 

5.42*** 

(1.85) 

-12.83 

-13.69*** 

(3.50) 

-2.74 

-1.47 

2.52 

.31 

-.06 

-.11 

 

15. Share that have 

diversified farm 

0.13 0.64 0.17 0.22 0.11 0.16 

-.00 

-.02 

.32*** (.08) 

.55*** (.09) 

.0 

-.03 

.02 

.08 

-.03 

-.04 

 

16. Fertilizer efficiency 

(bags/100 lbs) 

0.54 0.27 0.73 0.56 0.59 0.60 

.04 

-.08 

-.70 

-.52*** (.09) 

.16 

.10 

-.00 

-.00 

.01 

-.02 

 

17. Pesticide efficiency 

(liters/100 lbs) 

0.03 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 

-.01* (.00) 

-.04*** (.01) 

-.09*** (.02) 

-.10*** (.01) 

-.00 

-.02** (.01) 

-.04*** (.01) 

-.03*** (.00) 

-.00 

-.01 

 

18. Share that use 

herbicides 

0.11 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.24 0.35 

-.31*** (.07) 

-.32*** (.03) 

-.37*** (.07) 

- 

-.09** (.04) 

- 

-.11* (.06) 

-.16*** (.04) 

.01  

-.03 

 

19. No synthetic input 

use (only organic) 

0.00 0.66 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.05 

-.00 

- 

.66*** (.06) 

- 

-.06 

-.02 

-.06** (.02) 

- 

-.04* 

(.02) 

- 

 

20. Share that use 

organic fertilizer 

0.32 0.96 0.35 0.14 0.16 0.14 

.15*** (.03) 

.11* (.06) 

.76*** (.16) 

.79*** (.04) 

.25*** (.05) 

.31*** (.07) 

.04 

-.01 

.06* 

(.03) 

.02 

 

21. Share that use coffee 

berry borer traps 

0.83 0.70 1.00 0.70 0.61 0.41 

.17** (.07) 

.22*** (.06) 

.11 

.39*** (.13) 

.30** (.13) 

- 

.18* (.09) 

.21** (.08) 

.19** 

(.09) 

.12 

 

                                                      

 
11 The smaller n of observations of farms with children occasionally caused propensity score matching and 

regression models to fail in this table and the following tables. 
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22. Share that collect 

cherries post-harvest 

0.68 1.00 0.67 0.88 0.70 0.74 

-.13* (.06) 

-.10 

.26* (.16) 

- 

.0 

-.17 

.04 

.10 

.01 

.01 

 

23. On-farm trash 

collection 

0.88 0.98 0.75 0.50 0.41 0.42 

.40*** (.08) 

.42*** (.06) 

.60*** (.15) 

.62*** (.06) 

.25** (.11) 

.27*** (.08) 

.07 

.09 

-.04 

-.04 

 

24. Share of producers 

with more than 50% soil 

cover 

0.08 0.47 0.21 0.22  0.15 0.14 

-.28*** (.08) 

-.11*** (.03) 

.43*** (.06) 

.29*** (.10) 

.01 

.06 

.07  

.05 

.02 

-.00 

 

25. Share that use 

erosion barriers 

0.59 0.15 0.33 0.29 0.42 0.40 

.07 

.09 

-.05 

-.16** (.07) 

-.22* (.12) 

-.13* (.07) 

-.12 

-.10* (.05) 

.00 

-.00 

 

26. Share that use wind 

breaks 

0.76 0.36 0.67 0.43 0.64 0.61 

.06 

.12* (.06) 

-.07 

-.24** (.10) 

-.04 

-.05 

-.09 

-.11* (.06) 

-.00 

.01 

 

27. Treatment of waste 

water 

0.47 0.60 0.16 0.07 0.13 0.14 

.28*** (.11) 

.22*** (.07) 

- 

.59*** (.16) 

-.18** (.08) 

.00 

-.00 

-.01 

-.01 

-.04 

 

28. Share who expanded 

that replaced forest  

0.24 0.32 0.00 0.07 0.09 0.09 

.00 

.21** (.08) 

.29*** (.10) 

.17 

-.16 

- 

-.08 

-.03 

.02 

.01 

 

29. Share that planted 

trees in last year 

0.57 0.77 0.17 0.47 0.28 0.27 

.33*** (.05) 

.22*** (.07) 

.08 

.26** (.11) 

-.04 

-.02 

.22*** (.06) 

.18*** (.06) 

.06 

.04 

 

30. Share of producers 

with more than 25% 

shade cover 

0.70 0.98 0.96 0.81 0.87 0.80 

-.11* (.06) 

-.16** (.07) 

.39 

.22*** (.04) 

.13* (.07) 

.13*** (.04) 

-.00  

-.00 

.00 

.01 

 

31. Agroforestry with 

>25% shade cover 

0.43 0.57 0.04 0.34 0.19 0.12 

.17** (.07) 

.08* (.05) 

.18 

.23** (.11) 

-.02 

-.01 

.17*** (.05)  

.11** (.04) 

.11*** 

(.04) 

.07* 

(.04) 

 

32. Agroforestry with 

>50% shade cover 

0.13 0.28 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.04 

-.03 

-.03 

.01 

.07 

.00 

- 

.00 

-.03 

.00 

-.02 

 

Robust standard errors in parentheses; * = p < 0.10; ** = p < 0.05; *** = p < 0.01 

 

 

 
Colombia: Single-indicator implementation and additionality results 

Means by group 

Additionality 

Rainforest 

Alliance/AAA 

Nespresso 

AAA 

C.A.F.E. 

Practices 

4C 

 

Fairtrade  Non-

certified 

1. Share of 

producers using 

highly hazardous 

pesticides 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 

-.03 

- 

-.00 

- 

-.01 

- 

.01 

- 

.01* (.00) 

- 

 

2. Workers’ wage 

per day (in USD) 

12.21 11.93 11.49 11.30 11.32 10.72 

-.07 

.06 

.20 

.20* (.11) 

-.21 

-.15 

.77*** 

(.16) 

.83***(.17) 

.67*** (.19) 

.32** (.13) 

 

3. Pickers‘ wage per 

basket (in USD) 

1.78 1.76 1.81 1.87 1.81 1.82 

.17* (.10) 

.14*** (.05) 

-.00 

-.00 

.03 

.03 

.03 

.02 

-.02** (.01) 

-.00 

 

4. Share that paid 

minimum wage 

0.99 

-.00 

- 

0.97 

.01 

.02 

0.95 

-.01 

-.00 

0.95 

.07 

.09** (.04) 

0.94 

.05 

-.08 

0.93 
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5. Share that hired 

minors below 15 

years of age 

0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-.10 

- 

-.00 

- 

-.00 

- 

0 

- 

.00 

- 

 

6. Share of school-

age children that 

attended school 

0.72 0.69 0.77 0.79 0.67 0.88 

.26 

.11 

.06 

.06 

.03 

.12 

- 

-.05 

-.28*** 

(.10) 

-.26** (.11) 

 

7. Share of school-

age children that 

apply pesticides 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0 

- 

0 

- 

- 

- 

0 

- 

- 

- 

 

8. Open-air burning 

of household waste 

0.16 [1] 0.30 [1] 

0.07 [2] 

0.24 [1] 

0.08 [2] 

 

0.07 [2] 

0.28 [1] 

0.14 [2] 

0.00 

-.05 

-.10* (.06) 

-.02 

-.03 

-.01 

-.02 

-.04 

-.08 

.20*** (.02) 

- 

 

9. Safe pesticide 

container disposal 

0.95 0.96 0.93 1.00 0.94 0.93 

-.05 

- 

.05 

.04 

.00 

.00 

0 

- 

.07 

.11 

 

10. Share using 

complete protection 

equipment 

0.85 0.79 0.80 0.61 0.67 0.28 

.08 

-.03 

.07 

.08 

.01 

.01 

.22** (.09) 

.25*** 

(.07) 

.13*** (.04) 

-.05 

 

11. Share with 

orderly 

agrochemical 

storage facility 

0.63 0.45 0.54 0.44 0.37 0.38 

.42*** (.09) 

.39*** (.11) 

.04 

.17** (.08) 

.26*** (.07) 

.20** (.08) 

.03 

.02 

-.10 

.04 

 

12. Share with 

complete first-aid 

kit 

0.36 0.33 0.54 0.50 0.45 0.05 

.03 

.12 

.06 

.02 

.08 

.11* (.06) 

.09 

.02 

.38*** (.04) 

.39*** (.04) 

 

13. Share with clean 

drinking water 

1.00 [1] 

 

1.00 [1] 

0.67 [2] 

1.00 [1] 

0.16 [2] 

 

0.34 [2] 

1.00 [1] 

0.14 [2] 

0.18 

.00 

.00 

.11*** (.03) 

.33*** (.09) 

-.05 

.04 

.05 

-.00 

.39*** (.04) 

.13* (.07) 

 

14. Productivity (in 

100 lbs /hectare) 

38.47 33.69 37.26 36.34 37.21 23.11 

6.82 

.06 

-3.75 

-2.67 

3.49 

1.04 

3.28 

5.94 

12.31*** 

(2.59) 

11.81*** 

(2.84) 

 

15. Share that have 

diversified farms 

0.84 0.74 0.79 0.72 0.78 0.89 

.14 

.02 

-.00 

-.02 

-.04 

-.00 

-.04 

-.03 

-.02 

-.04 

 

16. Fertilizer 

efficiency (bags/100 

lbs) 

0.66 0.81 0.77 0.98 0.75 1.10 

-.27*** (.07) 

-.20** (.08) 

.01 

.00 

-.12 

-.01 

.05 

-.01 

-.10 

-.45*** 

(.14) 

 

17. Pesticide 

efficiency 

(liters/100 lbs) 

0.07 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.03 

-.00 

-.02 

-.05 

-.03 

-.03 

-.01 

-.11 

-.01 

.07*** (.02) 

.06*** (.02) 

 

18. Share that use 

herbicides 

0.04 0.05 0.17 0.24 0.19 0.12 

-.00 

-.05* (.03) 

-.08** (.04) 

-.09*** (.03) 

.07 

.07 

-.10 

.01 

.03 

.08* (.04) 

 

19. No synthetic 

input use (only 

organic) 

0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.09 

.00 

- 

.01 

- 

-.02 

- 

.01 

- 

-.00 

- 

 

20. Share that use 

organic fertilizer 

0.94 0.74 0.80 0.70 0.87 0.44 

.08* (.04) 

.08* (.04) 

-.07 

-.05 

-.04 

-.07 

-.22*** 

(.06) 

.47*** (.15) 

.41*** (.07) 
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-.15*** 

(.05) 

21. Share that use 

coffee berry borer 

traps 

0.56 0.44 0.36 0.32 0.43 0.20 

.07 

.04 

-.08 

-.06 

-.19** (.08) 

-.11* (.06) 

-.18** 

(.08) 

-.01 

.25*** (.06) 

.21** (.09) 

 

22. Share that 

collect cherries 

post-harvest 

0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

-.01** (.00) 

- 

- 

- 

.0 

- 

.0 

- 

.0 

- 

 

23. On-farm trash 

collection 

0.38 0.49 0.35 0.52 0.30 0.30 

.08 

-.03 

.07 

.08 

.01 

.01 

.22** (.09) 

.25*** 

(.07) 

.13*** (.04) 

-.05 

 

24. Share of 

producers with 

more than 50% soil 

cover 

0.20 0.08 0.21 0.10 0.18 0.05 

-.11 

-.03 

-.07 

-.10*** (.03) 

.00 

.03 

-.14** 

(.06) 

-.08 

.12*** (.02) 

.17*** (.03) 

 

25. Share that use 

erosion barriers 

0.23 0.24 0.21 0.09 0.34 0.12 

-.06 

-.06 

-.23*** (.06) 

-.15*** (.04) 

-.16** (.07) 

-.16*** (.05) 

-.14* (.08) 

-.17*** 

(.05) 

.20 

.22*** (.05) 

 

26. Share that use 

wind breaks 

0.55 0.50 0.30 0.42 0.40 0.94 

.13 

-.05 

-.15** (.06) 

-.08* (.05) 

-.16** (.07) 

-.12** (.05) 

-.16* (.08) 

.07 

-.55*** 

(.04) 

-.61*** 

(.03) 

 

27. Treatment of 

waste water 

0.87 0.42 0.32 0.13 0.27 0.01 

.29** (.12) 

.25*** (.06) 

-.01 

.03 

-.07 

-.03 

.12*** 

(.02)  

.29*** 

(.04) 

.26*** (.02) 

.21*** (.03) 

 

28. Share who 

expanded that 

replaced forest  

0.00 0.09 0.33 0.33 0.43 0.00 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

 

29. Share that 

planted trees in last 

year 

0.14 0.11 0.07 0.15 0.10 0.18 

.02 

.04 

-.01 

-.01 

-.04 

-.03 

.00 

.13* (.07) 

-.24*** 

(.08) 

-.13** (.06) 

 

30. Share of 

producers with 

more than 25% 

shade cover 

0.57 0.49 0.40 0.80 0.45 0.68 

.04 

.14* (.07) 

.03 

.05 

-.06 

-.07 

.26*** 

(.08) 

.36*** 

(.07) 

-.34** (.14) 

-.23*** 

(.06) 

 

31. Agroforestry 

with >25% shade 

cover 

0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 

.01 

- 

-.02 

- 

.01 

- 

-.01 

- 

-.00 

-.06** (.02) 

 

32. Agroforestry 

with >50% shade 

cover 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

.00 

- 

-.01 

- 

.00 

- 

0.00 

- 

-.00 

- 

 

Robust standard errors in parentheses; * = p < 0.10; ** = p < 0.05; *** = p < 0.01 

 

 
Costa Rica: Single-indicator implementation and additionality results 

Means by group 

Additionality 

Rainforest 

Alliance/AAA 

Rainforest 

Alliance/C.A.F.E. 

C.A.F.E. 

Practices 

Fairtrade  Non-

certified 

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.22 
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1. Share of producers 

using highly hazardous 

pesticides 

.00 

- 

.00 

- 

.00 

- 

-.20** (.10) 

- 

 

2. Workers’ wage per 

day (in USD) 

16.79 14.84 15.21 14.90 15.44 

.38 

1.12 

-.20 

-.30 

-.41 

.16 

-.58 

-.16 

 

3. Pickers’ wage per day 

(in USD) 

19.83 23.96 22.09 19.67 23.62 

.60 

.30 

2.80*** (1.03) 

1.43* (.83) 

1.83 

2.52*** (.88) 

-2.44* (1.33) 

-3.65*** 

(.97) 

 

4. Share that paid 

minimum wage 

0.40 0.01 0.18 0.18 0.07 

.03 

.18* (.09) 

-.07** (.03)  

-.09*** (.02) 

.08 

.03 

.14*** (.04) 

.15** (.06) 

 

5. Share that hired 

minors below 15 years 

of age 

0.11 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.29 

.10*** (.03) 

- 

.01 

- 

0 

- 

-.18*** (.04) 

- 

 

6. Share of school-age 

children that attended 

school 

0.80 0.73 0.89 0.87 0.71 

-.14 

-.02 

.04 

.22 

-.10 

- 

.00 

-.15 

 

7. Share of school-age 

children that apply 

pesticides 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

- 

- 

 

- 

- 

 

- 

- 

 

- 

- 

 

- 

- 

 

8. Open-air burning of 

household waste 

0.03 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.00 

-.00 

-.01 

-.01 

- 

-.04 

-.02 

.06** (.02) 

- 

 

9. Safe pesticide 

container disposal 

0.97 0.96 0.89 0.66 0.96 

.31*** (.07) 

.32*** (.05) 

.17** (.07) 

.16*** (.03) 

.21*** (.07) 

.19*** (.05) 

-.20** (.08) 

-.22*** (.05) 

 

10. Share using 

complete protection 

equipment 

0.81 0.80 0.86 0.53 0.54 

.30*** (.09)  

.25*** (.07) 

.07 

.09 

.23*** (.07) 

.28*** (.06) 

.14 

.12* (.07) 

 

11. Share with orderly 

agrochemical storage 

facility 

0.91 0.63 0.46 0.21 0.30 

.62*** (.08) 

.62*** (.06) 

.23** (.10) 

.28*** (.06) 

-.04 

.06 

-.06 

-.03 

 

12. Share with complete 

first-aid kit 

0.27 0.25 0.05 0.09 0.10 

.13** (.05) 

.20*** (.06) 

.09 

.09** (.04) 

-.11*** (.03) 

-.04 

-.03 

-.01 

 

13. Share with clean 

drinking water 

0.96 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 

.10 

-.03 

.00  

- 

.00  

- 

-.04*** (.01) 

- 

 

14. Productivity (in 100 

pounds/ hectare) 

37.19 39.79 36.92 28.55 32.33 

9.40** (3.66) 

10.31*** (3.84) 

6.98* (3.87) 

7.37** (2.88) 

.02 

7.19** (2.87) 

-2.97 

-4.21 

 

15. Share that have 

diversified farms 

0.49 0.77 0.69 0.81 0.46 

-.28*** (.08) 

-.27*** (.07) 

-.00 

.01 

-.19*** (.05)  

-.10 

.35*** (.08) 

.34*** (.06) 

 

16. Fertilizer efficiency 

(bags/100 pounds) 

0.88 0.89 0.75 1.45 0.71 

-.60* (.30) 

-.66** (.29) 

-.03 

-.25 

-.18 

-.37* (.22) 

.76*** (.23) 

.54*** (.16) 

 

17. Pesticide efficiency 

(liters/100 pounds) 

0.28 0.20 0.19 0.29 0.21 

-.05 

-.05 

-.01 

-.05 

-.03 

-.10** (.04) 

.07 

.05 

 

18. Share that use 

herbicides 

0.75 0.81 0.73 0.74 0.91 

-.11* (.05) 

-.03 

-.02 

-.05 

-.07 

-.02 

-.08 

-.15*** (.05) 
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19. No synthetic input 

use (only organic) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

.00  

- 

.00 

- 

-.01 

- 

.01  

- 

 

20. Share that use 

organic fertilizer 

0.76 0.64 0.64 0.26 0.12 

.47*** (.07)  

.38*** (.07) 

.38*** (.05) 

.34*** (.04) 

.25*** (.06) 

.26*** (.07) 

.10 

.16** (.06) 

 

21. Share that use coffee 

berry borer traps 

0.38 0.11 0.38 0.10 0.26 

.28*** (.06)  

.32*** (.07) 

.04 

.00 

.22*** (.05) 

.29*** (.05) 

-.17*** (.06) 

-.16*** (.05) 

 

22. Share that collect 

cherries post-harvest 

0.55 0.28 0.34 0.60 0.71 

.04  

.00 

-.29*** (.08) 

-.24*** (.07) 

-.24*** (.07) 

-.22*** (.07) 

-.11  

-.07 

 

23. On-farm trash 

collection 

0.29 0.48 0.57 0.61 0.72 

-.28*** (.10 ) 

-.27 *** (.08) 

-.09 

-.10 

.01 

.00 

-.08 

-.07 

 

24. Share of producers 

with more than 50% soil 

cover 

0.46 0.22 0.23 0.20 0.45 

.33*** (.06)  

.25*** (.07) 

-.06 

-.06 

.07 

.05 

-.11 

-.21*** (.07) 

 

25. Share that use 

erosion barriers 

0.61 0.49 0.46 0.46 0.80 

.12 

.15* (.08) 

.02 

-.06 

.03 

.04 

-.35*** (.07) 

-.35*** (.07) 

 

26. Share that use wind 

breaks 

0.63 0.38 0.40 0.52 0.65 

.02 

.00 

-.19** (.08) 

-.09 

-.17** (.07) 

-.04 

-.17*** (.08) 

-.13* (.08) 

 

27. Treatment of waste 

water 

In Costa Rica, producers sell coffee cherries to centralized processing plants; thus, this 

indicator is inapplicable in this country context. 

28. Share who expanded 

that replaced forest  

0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.05 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

 

29. Share that planted 

trees in last year 

0.83 0.23 0.36 0.44 0.58 

.44*** (.09)  

.39*** (.07) 

-.28*** (.07) 

-.18*** (.06) 

-.03 

-.07 

-.21** (.10)  

-.18** (.07) 

 

30. Share of producers 

with more than 25% 

shade cover 

0.72 0.95 0.81 0.72 0.84 

.02  

.02 

.23*** (.06) 

.17*** (.04) 

.16* (.09) 

.10* (.06) 

-.07 

-.07 

 

31. Agroforestry with 

>25% shade cover 

0.03 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.12 

-.00 

-.01 

-.03 

-.02 

.02 

-.00 

.02 

-.04 

 

32. Agroforestry with 

>50% shade cover 

0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.06 

-.01 

-.02 

-.01 

- 

.01 

.00 

-.01 

-.03 

 

Robust standard errors in parentheses; * = p < 0.10; ** = p < 0.05; *** = p < 0.01 

 


